Campus Council on Academic Standards and Curriculum Meeting
Mar 10, 10-11:30am via Zoom

Present: Ceri Nishihara (chair), Stefanie Iverson Cabral, Rob Turner, Jennifer Atkinson, Min Chen

Guests: Cinnamon Hillyard, Jose Rodriguez, Rachael Gilchrist, Lindsay Blackie, Wisam Berry, Pam Lundquist, Erin Espedal

Curriculum Reviewed:

BISSKL 400 - Policy Journal Editorial Board
CCASC Recommendations: 
CCASC Decision: APPROVED

CSS 444 - Analyzing Biases in the Age of Digital Data
CCASC Recommendations: Suggest adding STAT 303 as an overlapping course. Consider generating a new LO focused on bias. Suggest that bias is not "caused" by gender and race.
CCASC Decision: RETURN THROUGH CCASC CHAIR

B CORE 107 - Discovery Core: Social Sciences
CCASC Recommendations: Descriptive language about it being a special topics course and include percentages to evaluation details.
CCASC Decision: RETURN THROUGH CCASC CHAIR

UG-BESS-MAJOR - Earth System Science
CCASC Recommendations: 
CCASC Decision: APPROVED

BIS 132 - Introduction to Photography
CCASC Recommendations: 
CCASC Decision: APPROVED

UG-B STS-MINOR - Science, Technology, and Society
CCASC Recommendations: 
CCASC Decision: APPROVED

Minutes submitted by Dawn Moncalieri
Meeting adjourned at 11:00
Next meeting will be Apr 10, 11:30am – 1pm